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We assess the prospects for algorithms within the general framework of quantum annealing (QA)
to achieve a quantum speedup relative to classical state of the art methods in combinatorial opti-
mization and related sampling tasks. We argue for continued exploration and interest in the QA
framework on the basis that improved coherence times and control capabilities will enable the near-
term exploration of several heuristic quantum optimization algorithms that have been introduced in
the literature. These continuous-time Hamiltonian computation algorithms rely on control protocols
that are more advanced than those in traditional ground-state QA, while still being considerably
simpler than those used in gate-model implementations. The inclusion of coherent diabatic transi-
tions to excited states results in a generalization called diabatic quantum annealing (DQA), which
we argue for as the most promising route to quantum enhancement within this framework. Other
promising variants of traditional QA include reverse annealing and continuous-time quantum walks,
as well as analog analogues of parameterized quantum circuit ansatzes for machine learning. Most
of these algorithms have no known (or likely to be discovered) efficient classical simulations, and in
many cases have promising (but limited) early signs for the possibility of quantum speedups, mak-
ing them worthy of further investigation with quantum hardware in the intermediate-scale regime.
We argue that all of these protocols can be explored in a state-of-the-art manner by embracing
the full range of novel out-of-equilibrium quantum dynamics generated by time-dependent effective
transverse-field Ising Hamiltonians that can be natively implemented by, e.g., inductively-coupled
flux qubits, both existing and projected at application scale.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum annealing (QA) is a heuristic algorithm typ-
ically employed for solving optimization problems formu-
lated in terms of finding ground states of classical Ising
spin Hamiltonians [1]. QA started as a theoretical combi-
natorial optimization method (see [2] for a historical sur-
vey along with the original references), while in its more
recent incarnation it is also understood as a heuristic op-
timization method implemented in physical hardware [3].
The idea that QA can be a powerful optimization
heuristic is driven by the expectation that quantum fluc-
tuations can sometimes be more efficient than classical
fluctuations—such as thermal fluctuations used in clas-
sical simulated annealing [4]—in searching for configu-
rations of variables that minimize a cost function. As
such, a physical implementation in quantum hardware
is of particular interest, since it might lead to quan-
tum speedups over algorithms running on classical hard-
ware. Following pioneering QA experiments in naturally
occurring disordered magnets [5, 6], theoretical propos-
als [7, 8] inspired the construction of commercial, non-
universal quantum annealing processors by D-Wave Sys-
tems Inc. [3, 9–15]. These are the largest programmable
quantum information processors constructed to date, fea-
turing thousands of superconducting flux qubits, and
have driven much of the explosion of interest in QA
in the last several years. Alternative superconducting
approaches to QA with more coherent flux qubits are
also being pursued, but have not yet approached simi-
lar scales [16–20], as is true for Rydberg atoms, which
in theory feature high programmability and long-range
connectivity [21, 22]. Recently, the D-Wave processors
were used as quantum simulators [23–28], thus join-
ing gate-based approaches such as ion traps [29–31],
quantum gas microscopes [32, 33], Rydberg atoms [34–
36], and transmon-based superconducting qubits [37–40].
This excursion to quantum simulation demonstrates that
quantum annealing has started to transcend its original
scope of heuristic optimization, connecting the field to
the historical origins of quantum computation [41, 42].
However, the lack of empirical evidence—despite nu-
merous attempts—of an unequivocal quantum speedup
in the primary application domain of heuristic optimiza-
tion [43–60], or a clear quantum advantage in machine
learning contexts relying on sampling from a distribu-
tion that includes excited states [61–76], justifies a re-
evaluation of the prospects of a quantum enhancement
using the traditional QA approach. Here we undertake
such a re-evaluation from a theoretical perspective, and
offer what we believe are the most promising directions
forward for the QA field. We begin, in Sec. II, with a def-
inition of the corresponding computational models, and
then describe the structure of the rest of this Perspective.
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2II. COMPUTATIONAL MODELS
A. Transverse-Field Hamiltonian Interpolation
(TF-HI)
We consider general time-dependent Hamiltonians
H(t), but focus primarily on transverse-field Hamiltonian
interpolation (TF-HI) models:
HTFHI(t) = A(t)HX +B(t)HZ , HX = −
∑
i
Xi, (1)
where Xi denotes the Pauli σ
x matrix acting on qubit
number i, and HZ is a Hamiltonian that is diagonal in
the computational basis, i.e., the basis of eigenstates of
tensor products of Zi (the Pauli-z matrix).
Standard, “forward” QA is the case when A(t) is mono-
tonically decreasing to zero while B(t) is monotonically
increasing from zero in the interval [0, T ], and HZ is
the problem Hamiltonian, i.e., the Hamiltonian whose
ground state encodes the solution to the computational
(optimization) problem. We will also discuss reverse QA,
where A first increases and then decreases, and where HZ
is the sum of a problem Hamiltonian and another diag-
onal Hamiltonian, and B(t) is correspondingly replaced
by two separate functions of time. The distinction be-
tween these two protocols will play an important role in
our discussion of the power of the TH-HI model, below.
A case of special interest is the transverse-field Ising
model (TIM):
HTIM(t) = A(t)HX +B(t)HZ (2a)
HZ = −
∑
i∈V
hiZi −
∑
(i,j)∈E
JijZiZj , (2b)
for n qubits occupying the vertices V of a graph G =
{V, E}. The parameters hi and Jij are controllable lon-
gitudinal local field and coupling constants, respectively.
When Jij > 0 (Jij < 0) the coupling is ferromagnetic
(antiferromagnetic).
The time-dependence of the transverse and longitudi-
nal coupling strengths A(t) and B(t) defines the anneal-
ing schedule. We consider the broadest class of schedules
compatible with realistic experimental constraints, which
impose limits on the magnitudes of both A(t) and B(t),
and their derivatives. Similarly, experimental constraints
limit the precision with which the longitudinal fields hi
and couplings Jij can be implemented. Analog control
errors which modify the implemented values of the hi
and Jij parameters are an important source of error that
must be addressed [77–80].
Note thatHTIM(t) is simpler from a control perspective
than the Hamiltonians that are usually designed for gate-
based quantum optimization (e.g., for QAOA [81]), yet,
as we shall argue, the evidence to date indicates it is at
least as powerful. For this reason we do not consider more
complicated variants here, such as those allowing indi-
vidual control of the transverse local field terms [58, 82].
However, a potential disadvantage in the lack of indi-
vidual controllability of each term of HTIM(t) is a lack
of modularity. As a result, calibration of a device im-
plementing evolution generated by HTIM(t) is consider-
ably more complicated and time-consuming than a gate-
model device, where in principle (neglecting cross-talk)
each single-qubit and two-qubit gate can be calibrated
independently. It is also more difficult to develop quan-
tum error correction methods since the dynamics needs
to be analyzed as a whole instead of in terms of modu-
lar components, and indeed, to date there does not exist
a proof of fault tolerance for the computational model
associated with HTIM(t). Therefore we argue for investi-
gating and implementing this computational model in the
spirit of intermediate-scale algorithmic exploration, with
the understanding that useful discoveries could eventu-
ally be ported to a fault-tolerant gate-model using quan-
tum simulation. It is also important to recognize that the
high overheads associated with existing gate-model fault-
tolerance schemes may preclude useful enhancement at
the (finite) scale of applications (see Sec. VII for addi-
tional discussion), and this further motivates the con-
sideration of alternative computational models and error
suppression schemes.
We note that as written, the Hamiltonian HTIM(t) is
an idealization that neglects “leakage” states that are in-
evitably present in the physical realization of qubits such
a flux qubits [83] or transmons [84]. Leakage is an im-
portant error source that needs to be carefully addressed,
though we note that such higher energy states can also be
beneficial and are routinely employed, e.g., to implement
Raman transitions in trapped ion qubits [29–31].
For a closed system the dynamics generated by
continuous-time evolution with a general time-dependent
Hamiltonian H(t) corresponds to the unitary evolution
U(T ) = T+
∫ T
0
dt e−itH(t), (3)
where T+ denotes forward time-ordering and T is the to-
tal evolution time (see also Ref. [85] for a survey of quan-
tum computing using continuous-time evolution). When
specializing to HTIM(t), i.e., for
UTIM(T ) = T+
∫ T
0
dt e−itHTIM(t) (CTIME), (4)
we refer to this unitary evolution as Continuous-Time
Transverse Ising Model Evolution (CTIME).
We are interested not only in the adiabatic limit, which
is the usual limit in QA, but quite explicitly also in the di-
abatic setting, where the unitary evolution U(T ) does not
follow the instantaneous energy eigenstates of H(t), and
diabatic transitions to and from low-energy excited states
are permitted. We refer to the computational model that
is implemented in this case as “diabatic quantum anneal-
ing”.1
1 As far as we know the first time the term “diabatic quantum
3B. Diabatic Quantum Annealing (DQA)
To more precisely define DQA, let us first recall the
definition of adiabatic quantum computing (AQC). For a
rigorous definition see Ref. [2]; for our purposes it suffices
to define AQC as the computational model in which the
system at all times remains in an instantaneous eigen-
state (or degenerate eigenspace) of H(t). The adiabatic
theorem for closed systems provides a sufficient condi-
tion for this to hold, informally stated as T ≥ 1 ‖H˙‖∆2 ,
where ∆ is the energy gap between the eigenvalue of the
instantaneous eigenstate and the nearest distinct energy
eigenvalue,  is the distance between the latter eigenstate
at T and the actual state reached under U(T ), and the
dot denotes differentiation with respect to the dimen-
sionless time s = t/T (a rigorous statement is given in
Theorem II.1 below).
Whereas AQC is universal in the closed system set-
ting [88–90], QA is concerned with adiabatically solving
optimization problems formulated in terms of classical
target Hamiltonians, and is traditionally defined directly
in terms of HTIM(t) [1]. We shall use the same universal
vs optimization distinction between AQC and QA also
in the open system setting, which we discuss later. This
aligns with the historical origins of QA as a theoretical
heuristic combinatorial optimization method [1, 91–94]
(see Refs. [95, 96] for reviews), as well as with its more re-
cent incarnation as an optimization method implemented
in physical hardware, e.g., by D-Wave [3].
With these notions in place, we are ready to define
diabatic quantum computing (DQC) and diabatic quan-
tum annealing (DQA). Namely, when we use the ad-
jective “diabatic”, we relax the condition that the sys-
tem must at all times remain in a single instantaneous
eigenstate of H(t). Instead, DQC and DQA are com-
putational models (universal and for optimization, re-
spectively) in which the system at all times remains in
a subspace spanned by eigenstates of H(t) which belong
to some narrow, contiguous energy band (the intersection
of the Hamiltonian spectrum with an interval) of width
δ, illustrated in Fig. 1. In general this energy band con-
tains multiple distinct energy levels, and diabatic tran-
sitions between these are allowed, while excitations out
of the band are suppressed. Although these definitions
are stated in a general form that applies to any part of
the energy spectrum, the instantaneous computational
eigenstate in AQC or QA is almost always taken to be
the ground state of H(t), and the energy band in DQC is
correspondingly taken to be the low-energy subspace of
H(t). We subsequently specialize to this case throughout
most of the following.
annealing” appeared in the literature was in Ref. [86], though it
would be more appropriate to attribute the first appearance to
Ref. [87] which called the model “nonadiabatic quantum anneal-
ing”.
Note that in DQC the final state reached under U(T )
need not be close to the ground state ofH(t), and likewise
in DQA the final state reached under UTIM(T ) need not
be close to the ground state ofHTIM(t). Note further that
DQA dynamics are generically non-local for all T > 0,2
and the standard method for digitizing this non-local uni-
tary on a gate-model device requires Ω(nT ) gates to ac-
curately approximate UTIM [97].
3 This means that DQA
hardware can allow for the study of intermediate-scale
quantum algorithms that are distinct from, and com-
plimentary to, those being implemented on gate-model
devices.
The emphasis on the dynamics remaining confined to
a low energy subspace is the key difference between the
diabatic model and the gate-model. Such a restriction is
not imposed as part of the definition of the gate model,
and in principle the latter allows for excitations of arbi-
trarily high energy, though in practice there is of course
a limit set by finite energy resources, finite bandwidth,
etc.4
It is natural to ask what replaces the adiabatic con-
dition in the diabatic setting. Interestingly, the general
form of the adiabatic theorem as stated, e.g, in Ref. [98] is
already sufficient; this theorem gives conditions for pre-
serving any low energy subspace (not just the ground
subspace) separated by a gap from the rest of the spec-
trum of H(t). We present this theorem here since it al-
lows us to give precise sufficient conditions for DQC and
DQA.
Consider a closed quantum system evolving for a total
time T subject to the Hamiltonian H(t) acting on the
Hilbert space H. Defining the rescaled (dimensionless)
time s = t/T , the evolution is governed by the unitary
operator U(s) [the same as Eq. (3)] which is the solution
of
U ′(s) = −iTH(s)U(s), U(0) = I, s ∈ [0, 1], (5)
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to
s.5 Let P (s) be a finite-rank projection on the low-energy
subspace of H(s), i.e., the subspace C spanned by the
eigenvectors of H(s) with the lowest d eigenvalues.
Theorem II.1 (Theorem 3 of Ref. [98]). Suppose that
the spectrum of H(s) restricted to P (s) consists of d(s)
2 UTIM cannot be written as a tensor product of local unitary gates
due to the noncommutativity of the terms in Eq. (2a).
3 Recall that f(x) = Ω(g(x)) means that f is bounded below by g
in the large x limit. I.e., informally Ω means “at least”.
4 It is also worth commenting on the distinction between contin-
uous (e.g., CTIME) and discrete time (gate-model) evolutions.
This distinction is somewhat artificial since in practice evolution
is also continuous in the gate-model, when it is viewed, as it
should, as generated by differentiable Hamiltonians.
5 We use both s and t in this paper, as convenient, with s(t) always
denoting dimensionless time. Note that s(t) need not always be
t/T , and can in general be an arbitrary function of time.
4FIG. 1. An illustration of the lowest 4 energy levels of a
parameterized Hamiltonian H(s). A diabatic quantum com-
putation could remain contained in the subspace C defined by
the lowest 3 energy levels, highlighted in blue. The subspace
has an instantaneous energy width δ(s) and is separated from
the rest of the spectrum by an instantaneous gap ∆(s).
eigenvalues (each possibly degenerate, crossing permit-
ted) separated by a gap ∆(s) from the rest of the spec-
trum of H(s), and H, H ′, and H ′′ are bounded operators.
Let PT (s) ≡ U(s)P (0)U†(s) and X|a,b ≡ X(a) + X(b).
Then:6
‖PT (s)− P (s)‖ < ξ(s)
T
(6a)
ξ(s) =
d‖H ′‖
∆2
∣∣∣∣
0,s
+
∫ s
0
(
d‖H ′′‖
∆2
+ 7d
√
d
‖H ′‖2
∆3
)
ds′.
(6b)
This theorem means that as long as C is separated by
a gap ∆ from the higher excited states (see Fig. 1), an
evolution that starts in C will remain in this subspace, up
to an error bounded by ξ(s)/T , i.e., an error that can be
made smaller by increasing T . Abrupt changes in H(s)
and a large value of d both contribute to a larger error.
An important quantity is the width δ of the energy
band inside C, i.e., the difference between the top and
lowest eigenvalues of P (s)H(s)P (s). The key point is
that, as we shall review below, arguments about the
possibility of efficient classical simulation of QA in the
closed system case depend strongly on the assumption
that δ(s) = 0 ∀s, i.e., the system remains at all times in
the ground subspace of HTIM. However, Theorem II.1
shows that the same conditions which are typically as-
sumed for such ground state evolution already ensure
a more general scenario that captures DQC and DQA,
which we can now define as the computational models
for which δ(s) > 0 ∀s. This condition sets up the distinc-
tion between AQC and DQC and between QA and DQA.
Moreover, in the gate model P (s) is the identity opera-
tor (there is no projection to a low-energy subspace) and
hence δ(s) scales extensively with n. To clearly sepa-
6 This theorem can be generalized so that the assumption of
boundedness of H, H′, and H′′ can be avoided [99]. We also note
that there exist tighter bounds than implied by Theorem II.1
under different assumptions; see Ref. [2] for a survey of different
forms of the adiabatic theorem.
rate DQC and DQA from the gate model we impose the
additional condition that δ(s) = O(1) ∀s.7
Theorem II.1 also implies that, in principle, imposing
conditions that correspond to DQA are not any harder
than those corresponding to QA, since the degree of leak-
age out of the ground subspace or out of C is controlled
by the same quantities in both cases, but these quanti-
ties depend on the choice of C. To illustrate this point,
consider that while for the same Hamiltonian HTIM(s)
it is by definition true that d(s) is larger for DQA than
for QA, it may well be the case that it is possible to
choose the subspace C such that the gap ∆(s) is always
larger for DQA than for QA (this is indeed the case in
the “glued-trees” problem [100], discussed below). These
considerations show that DQA may be the easier com-
putational model to implement, at least in terms of the
sufficient condition for preserving the subspace C given
by Theorem II.1, and the fact that this may not return
the ground state of HTIM(s = 1) may be offset by the
fact that efficient classical simulation is thwarted as well.
C. Structure of the remainder of this Perspective
Section III is concerned with optimization using
transverse-field Hamiltonian interpolation. We draw a
crucial distinction not only between QA and DQA, but
also between coherent and weakly-decoherent evolution,
and evaluate the prospects for enhancement according
to existing evidence in the literature that supports the
possibility of a speedup, and according to the expected
overhead of classical simulation.
In Sec. IV we survey several heuristic optimization al-
gorithms defined in the literature by protocols involving
initial state preparation and choices of {A(t), B(t)}, and
again evaluate the prospects for enhancement. A sub-
stantial computational overhead for classical simulations
is a desirable condition for quantum enhancement, and
we are often interested in examples for which classical
simulations are intractable (i.e., quantum processes for
which state-of-the-art simulation algorithms require time
exponential in n, T ).8 Arguments for the intractabil-
ity of classical simulations can be supported by formal
complexity-theoretic evidence or by empirical evidence
(i.e., determining whether the quantum processes can
currently be simulated with existing state-of-the-art clas-
sical algorithms and machines). Regarding empirical evi-
dence, there is a general consensus that quantum dynam-
ics are classically intractable beyond a few special cases
(e.g., stabilizer circuits [101], matchgate circuits [102],
7 A gate-model device that executes layers of gates in parallel will
generically have δ = Ω(n), so δ = O(1) is already enough to
distinguish DQA from the gate-model.
8 Note that this is not a strict requirement, since polynomial quan-
tum speedups are the most that can be reasonably expected for
NP-hard optimizaton problems.
5circuits defined over planar graphs with a restricted num-
ber of non-nearest neighbor gates [103], etc.), and so we
argue that diligent exclusion of these cases by considera-
tion of all existing simulation methods allows one to ex-
clude efficient classical simulations with high confidence.
Whereas Secs. III and IV focus on the case of stoquas-
tic Hamiltonians, Sec. V comments on the role of non-
stoquastic Hamiltonians in classical intractability. We
point out that non-stoquasticity is desirable but not es-
sential for quantum enhancement.
In Sec. VI we critically examine the application of for-
mal complexity theoretic arguments to real devices, and
also discuss the important distinction between enhance-
ment and classical intractability in sampling.
In Sec. VII we consider the issue of noise as it affects
the prospects for enhancement with both QA hardware
and NISQ-era gate-model devices. The phenomenon of
J-chaos (which is closely analogous to coherent gate er-
rors) places limitations on the size of QA devices that can
be expected to accurately solve optimization instances.
The precise relation between errors in the cost Hamil-
tonian and errors in the output distribution is compli-
cated in general, but if we assume the output distribu-
tion is approximately thermal then intrinsic control er-
rors on the order of a few % will make the fidelity with
the intended output distribution nearly zero above sev-
eral hundred qubits [79]. A similar problem occurs un-
der the assumption that an output distribution remains
thermal at a constant temperature as the system size in-
creases [104]. Assuming control errors cannot be further
reduced this implies that some amount of error suppres-
sion [80] or fault-tolerance would be required to reach the
application scale (n ∼ 10000 logical qubits). Noise limits
the size of NISQ-era gate-model computations in a very
similar way [105], and therefore no NISQ algorithm for
heuristic optimization can provide a quantum enhance-
ment at the application scale without first being imple-
mented on future hardware that includes some level of
error correction or fault-tolerance. A problem with this
approach is that the time and space overhead used in
fault-tolerant quantum computation is so large on practi-
cal scales (even though it is asymptotically polylogarith-
mic) that it can can erode a polynomial (e.g., quadratic,
Grover-like) advantage [106, 107]. This implies that,
whether one considers QA or gate-model hardware, find-
ing any quantum algorithm that enhances optimization
at the application scale will require (1) error suppres-
sion methods that greatly reduce the overhead from that
needed for fault-tolerance, and which may not decrease
noise arbitrarily in the manner of a threshold theorem
but which can reduce control errors enough to become
useful at n ∼ 10000, and/or (2) the discovery of heuris-
tic quantum optimization algorithms that give stronger
speedups (super-quadratic at least), which could be use-
ful even in light of current estimates of fault-tolerance
overhead.
With these considerations in mind we conclude in
Sec. VIII and advocate for the continued development
of QA hardware for the primary purpose of algorithmic
exploration in the intermediate-scale regime (hundreds
of qubits), and for the secondary purpose of developing
Hamiltonian error suppression methods that increase the
scale of optimization problems which can be solved, with-
out requiring the full overhead of fault-tolerance.
III. OPTIMIZATION USING
TRANSVERSE-FIELD HAMILTONIAN
INTERPOLATION
The most well studied algorithms based on Eq. (1) are
defined by starting with a monotonically decreasing func-
tion A(t) and monotonically increasing function B(t),
with the boundary conditions A(0) > 0, B(0) = 0 and
A(T ) = 0, B(T ) > 0 (we discuss other schedules below).
In this setting T is called the anneal time, and TF-HI
is also known as “forward” QA. A very important prop-
erty of Eq. (1) with far-reaching consequences is that the
Hamiltonian is stoquastic, i.e., its matrix elements are
all real and nonpositive [108]. We defer our discussion of
nonstoquastic Hamiltonians to Sec. V.
A. Adiabatic vs diabatic
In accordance with our previous discussion, we clas-
sify TF-HI as adiabatic if the system is initialized in the
ground state of H(0) and the timescale T is sufficiently
long to keep the state of the system close to the instan-
taneous ground state of H(t) for all t ∈ [0, T ] [i.e., the
bound in Eq. (6a) is smaller than some constant   1,
and the energy width δ = 0]. It is classified as diabatic if
instead of the ground subspace a low-energy subspace C
is preserved for all t ∈ [0, T ], in the sense of Theorem II.1,
with non-zero energy width δ = O(1).
B. Coherent and C-coherent vs weakly and
strongly decoherent
We also classify an implementation of TF-HI according
to whether it is coherent or decoherent. The term “deco-
herent” could refer to a wide range of decoherence effects
which may be present, giving rise to different computa-
tional models. A common distinction is then whether the
system decoheres in the computational basis (for which
the state of the system is a mixture over classical states
and genuine quantum effects are unlikely or impossible)
or in its energy eigenbasis (which may still yield a quan-
tum algorithm since energy eigenstates can be highly en-
tangled in the computational basis).9
9 The subject of adiabaticity in open quantum systems and its
relation to AQC is rich and complicated, and we make no attempt
6Forward Adiabatic Forward Diabatic Reverse Adiabatic Reverse  Diabatic
Coherent or 𝓒-coherent
(unitary, closed 
system dynamics 
in a low-energy 
subspace 𝒞); 
enabled by 
quantum error 
suppression
State remains close to 
instantaneous ground 
state. 
Provable oracular 
speedups, but otherwise 
generally efficiently 
simulable by QMC. 
Questionable promise.
Enables universality. 
No known efficient classical 
simulation methods. 
Numerical examples of 
speedup over adiabatic-
coherent case, including in a 
quantum walks framework.  
Promising.
Enables a superpolynomial
quantum-classical separation 
in an oracular setting.
Promising.
Enables an exponential 
quantum speedup in an 
oracular setting.
Promising.
Weakly-
Decoherent
(open system in 
the weak-coupling 
limit sense: 
decoherence in 
the energy 
eigenbasis)
State remains close to 
instantaneous Gibbs 
state. 
No known examples of 
speedups.
Also generally efficiently 
simulable by QMC. 
Questionable promise.
Correlates well with QMC and 
SVMC in experimental 
studies.
Questionable promise.
Examples known of 
exponential improvement 
over forward adiabatic, but
remains generally efficiently 
simulable by QMC. 
Questionable promise.
Simulating full open system 
dynamics is classically 
intractable. 
Enables an exponential 
quantum speedup in an 
oracular setting at sufficiently 
low temperatures.
Promising.
FIG. 2. The (a)diabatic/(de)coherent division for stoquastic forward and reverse annealing. In the forward annealing case
(second and third columns), the coherent/C-coherent-diabatic case is the most promising since it enables universality and does
not admit efficient classical simulation methods. The other three forward annealing cases are of questionable promise due to
results showing close correlation with efficient simulation with QMC. In the reverse annealing case (fourth and fifth columns),
there are strong theoretical results supporting a super-polynomial quantum advantage in the oracular setting, and even the
weakly-decoherent diabatic case is promising, both for quantum simulation and in the oracular setting. It is crucial to note that
the coherent/C-coherent case requires Hamiltonian error suppression in order to enforce coherence in the low-energy subspace
C.
In the TF-HI setting there are therefore several rele-
vant notions of coherence. The first is the usual notion of
fully coherent, unitary evolution of a closed quantum sys-
tem. In this case there is coherence also between energy
eigenstates. The second notion is that of each energy
eigenstate being a coherent superpositions of computa-
tional basis states, without requiring coherence between
energy eigenstates, which is obviously weaker than the
first notion. This latter notion of coherence arises in the
weak coupling limit (WCL) to the environment, so we call
it weakly-decoherent. More specifically, we say the TF-
HI dynamics are weakly-decoherent if the energy eigen-
states remain coherent superpositions of computational
basis states over a timescale longer than T ;10 otherwise
we call the dynamics strongly-decoherent. The latter
constitutes the third notion of coherence, and arises in
the so-called singular coupling limit.
In the weakly-decoherent case, coherence between dif-
ferent energy eigenstates is irrelevant. For example, a su-
perposition state between the instantaneous ground and
first excited state of H(t) may decay on a timescale that
to cover it here in any detail. See Refs. [109–117] for some entries
into this literature.
10 Note that the commonly used T2-time is a measure of the de-
phasing time of a single qubit, and is quite different from the
time-scale being discussed here.
is much shorter than T , as long as the ground state itself
remains a coherent superposition of computational basis
states [115].
In the strongly-decoherent case, where coherence be-
tween computational basis states is lost over a timescale
shorter than T , there is essentially no hope of performing
a meaningful quantum algorithm before all useful quan-
tum effects are washed away, so we do not consider this
limit further.
To accommodate DQA, we relax the definition of the
coherent case to include a scenario that is intermediate
between a perfectly isolated quantum system and the
weakly-decoherent case. That is, we will say that:
Definition 1 (C-coherence). The dynamics are C-
coherent if the system is sufficiently weakly coupled to its
environment so that it is possible to identify a low-energy
subspace C inside of which coherent superpositions of en-
ergy eigenstates are maintained over a timescale larger
than T , but superpositions with energy eigenstates out-
side of C may decohere.
This is the scenario that will natively enable DQA-
based algorithms (to go beyond this we briefly discuss
how C-coherence may be protected using Hamiltonian er-
ror suppression methods in Sec. VII B). Note that when C
is just the ground subspace, C-coherent dynamics reduces
by definition to the weakly-decoherent case, and when C
is the entire Hilbert space we recover the fully coherent
7case. Note further that C⊥ (the subspace of states out-
side of C) need not necessarily contain only states higher
in energy than those in C. Namely, in some cases C will
be defined by a symmetry of H(t), and states in C⊥ will
be those that do not obey this symmetry. A relevant ex-
ample we discuss below is qubit-permutation symmetry,
where C is spanned by all the states that are invariant
under qubit permutations.
C. Four forward annealing cases
In light of the considerations above we discuss four
cases, summarized in the first two columns of Fig. 2. In
all these cases we consider only the standard “forward”
annealing protocol, with A(t) and B(t) monotonically
decreasing and increasing, respectively.
1. Coherent Forward Adiabatic TF-HI
The case of unitary, fully coherent adiabatic TF-HI
(also sometimes known as quantum adiabatic optimiza-
tion, or AQO [118–120]) is the most theoretically well-
studied TF-HI variant because a sufficient adiabatic
timescale is determined by the minimum spectral gap
of H(t) above its ground state. This model is capable of
a quadratic speedup in the Grover search problem when
using a finely-tuned annealing schedule [2, 121, 122], but
it is not robust to control noise [123] and many other
results are negative. These negative results include ap-
parently efficient classical simulation by quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) [124–126], and also the generic occurrence
of the many-body localized phase that these Hamilto-
nians enter at the end of the anneal, which is associ-
ated with an exponential number of avoided level cross-
ings [127]. The issue of efficient QMC simulation is not
resolved in general; there are known families of prob-
lems which can be solved by coherent adiabatic TF-HI in
polynomial time, but which create topological obstruc-
tions for QMC methods that cause an exponential slow-
down [128]. There has been an effort to realize these
obstructions in problem Hamiltonians of interest for op-
timization and sampling applications [75, 129], as well as
quantum simulations of topological phases [24, 26], and
thereby find a useful performance advantage for coherent
adiabatic TF-HI over QMC. One issue with this approach
is that mathematical and complexity theoretic properties
of coherent adiabatic TF-HI (i.e., the reliance on ground
states of stoquastic Hamiltonians) make the possibility
of efficient classical simulation (e.g., by improved future
QMC algorithms) more likely than for general quantum
dynamics.
Therefore we do not regard coherent adiabatic TF-HI as
among the most promising candidate protocols for achiev-
ing a quantum advantage.
2. Weakly-decoherent Forward Adiabatic TF-HI
Next, we consider weakly-decoherent TF-HI in the
open system adiabatic regime in which all decoherence is
caused by coupling to an environment so that the energy
levels of the original system remain well-defined for the
duration of the anneal time T . The state of the system
then remains close to the instantaneous thermal state of
H(t) [116]. This causes the algorithm to suffer from a
similar complexity theoretic limitation as coherent adi-
abatic TF-HI, which is that the instantaneous thermal
state of a stoquastic Hamiltonian is also amenable to
QMC methods. Again it remains unresolved whether
QMC can efficiently simulate these states in all relevant
cases, but several rigorous thermal state simulations have
been developed in recent years [130–132], and QMC has
been used to simulate transverse-field spin glasses with
thousands of qubits [46, 56, 57].
Therefore we do not regard (weakly-)decoherent adiabatic
TF-HI as a promising candidate for a quantum advan-
tage.
3. Weakly-decoherent Forward Diabatic TF-HI
If the system decoheres in the energy eigenbasis this
may be beneficial since excitations caused by diabatic
transitions can in principle be later relaxed by open sys-
tem thermal processes (in addition to diabatic transitions
that can also de-excite the system) [15, 133]. Since sim-
ulating the full open system dynamics is classically in-
tractable for systems larger than about 15 qubits, our
limited understanding of this computational model so
far comes from the results obtained on D-Wave devices,
which correlate reasonably well with path-integral QMC
and spin vector Monte Carlo (SVMC), a fully classical
model of interacting compass needles [134].
The D-Wave devices have been used to thoroughly ex-
plore the weakly-decoherent diabatic version of TF-HI
(arguably, the weak-coupling limit assumption is in fact
overly generous), and ultimately the results of that explo-
ration appear at this point to be negative: while a scal-
ing advantage over limited classical algorithms like sim-
ulated annealing has been found [56], no scaling advan-
tage of the D-Wave devices over state-of-the-art classical
competition has so far been shown for any optimization
problem or related application of interest [44, 57]. In ad-
dition to a lack of speedup, a surprising empirical finding
is the continued success of classical algorithms like QMC
(and to a lesser degree SVMC [135–137]) in simulating
the outputs of the D-Wave device, in spite of the general
quantum dynamics that would be expected in the limit of
a very short anneal time. Therefore, given the currently
available evidence, we cannot regard weakly-decoherent
diabatic TF-HI as a promising candidate for a quantum
advantage.
However, we hasten to add that this conclusion may
be more a reflection of the D-Wave devices so far oper-
8ating in the weakly-decoherent regime with a significant
level of control noise, than the true computational power
of the weakly-decoherent regime. Indeed, such control
noise is known to be highly detrimental to the success of
TF-HI as an optimization algorithm [78, 79], and signifi-
cant performance improvements have been demonstrated
with the simplest error suppression strategy compatible
with the D-Wave devices [80].
Thus we leave open the possibility that weakly-decoherent
diabatic TF-HI can be a promising candidate for a quan-
tum advantage.
4. Coherent and C-coherent Forward Diabatic TF-HI
Finally we turn to coherent versions of diabatic TH-HI,
which we regard as the most promising versions of the
algorithm. We consider both the fully coherent and C-
coherent versions. The fully coherent version—which as-
sumes a perfectly isolated quantum system—is of course
an idealization, but is crucial to consider nonetheless as a
theoretical construct, in the same vein as quantum algo-
rithms such as Shor’s algorithm [138] in the closed system
version of the gate-model. The C-coherent version strad-
dles the purely theoretical and more practical realms,
though it is admittedly still a limit that appears to be dif-
ficult to reach in practice, and very little is known about
experimental conditions under which it would arise. One
of our motivations here is to present this as a challenge
to the community, and stimulate discussion regarding er-
ror suppression and correction methods that would allow
C-coherent dynamics to be realized, even approximately.
While the three cases discussed above all appear to be
classically simulable by QMC and SVMC (in practice,
even if the theory is unresolved) there are no candidate
algorithms for efficiently simulating coherent evolutions
with diabatic transitions in a transverse-field system, due
to the nonequilibrium nature of such systems. Even if we
turn to brute-force exponential time simulation methods,
preliminary indications suggest that classical simulation
of this time evolution can be even more demanding than
simulating random quantum circuits, due to the need to
track avoided crossings at very precise locations [139].
It is worth emphasizing that classical simulation by
QMC involves two essential ingredients: (1) the Hamil-
tonian must be stoquastic, and (2) the system must
be in an equilibrium state (ground state or thermal).
With full controllability, non-equilibrium dynamics of
transverse-field Ising models can generate universal sets
of gates (indeed some leading platforms such as trapped
ions and Rydberg atoms use gates generated by effective
Ising models [31, 36]). Even with more limited controls,
AQC in excited states of stoquastic Hamiltonians can be
universal [140], and the universality of quantum walks
shows that even a time-independent stoquastic Hamilto-
nian (corresponding to the adjacency matrix of a graph)
can generate universal quantum dynamics [141]. How-
ever, all of these universality protocols come with sub-
stantial overheads that make them relatively impractical.
Therefore we do not propose spending the effort to im-
plement these protocols, but rather mention them here
to justify our confidence in the classical intractability of
simulating coherent diabatic TF-HI.
Besides avoiding the threat of classical simulation, co-
herent diabatic TF-HI also offers the most intriguing pos-
sibilities for algorithmic exploration of prospective en-
hancement. A numerical study of the MAX-2-SAT prob-
lem at n = 20 qubits found that for all of the hardest ran-
dom instances, the optimal annealing times T were orders
of magnitude less than the adiabatic timescale (meaning
that diabatic transitions sped up the performance dra-
matically) [142]. An understanding of this phenomenon
was developed based on the tendency to excite the system
early on in the anneal, so that some fraction of the prob-
ability returns to the ground state after diabatic transi-
tions de-excite the system. Figure 3 illustrates the low-
energy spectrum for one of these hard instances, as well
as the overlap of the state of the system with the ground
state and first excited state throughout a DQA protocol.
The avoided crossing that creates a small spectral gap
between the ground and first excited state near s = 0.66
causes the population in the ground state and first ex-
cited state to be exchanged at that point, unless the total
evolution time T is increased by several orders of magni-
tude (the time scale in Fig. 3 is T = 10, whereas the time
scale needed to pass through the minimum gap adiabati-
cally is approximately T = 104). Proceeding diabatically
early in the anneal excites ∼ 5% of the population into
the first excited prior to the avoided crossing, which then
becomes a ∼ 5% probability of finding the ground state
at the end of the anneal. Contrast this with a system that
evolves adiabatically prior to the avoided crossing; in this
case there will be a negligible overlap with the first ex-
cited state prior to the crossing, and a negligible overlap
with the ground state afterwards. In these hard instances
at n = 20 bits, the probability of finding the ground state
when T = 10 is always 102 − 103 times larger than the
probability of finding the ground state when T = 100 (a
time scale which is large enough to be adiabatic at all
points other than the avoided crossing). This study was
limited to n ≤ 20 because exponential-time simulation of
the Schro¨dinger dynamics was required, and so the scal-
ing of this effect with system size remains unexplored.
At larger system sizes one would expect a more com-
plicated energy spectrum in the late part of the anneal,
with a more complicated competition between diabatic
excitation and de-excitation, but this study suggests that
shorter anneal times with coherent diabatic TF-HI should
be investigated at intermediate scales. Indeed, a closely
related study of similar instances up to n = 28 was re-
ported in Ref. [143], though the primary context was
QAOA. Diabatic transitions were identified as the mecha-
nism explaining the success of machine-learned schedules
that improved performance relative to linear schedules
for the QAOA angles.
There is also evidence that initial state preparation can
9FIG. 3. A numerical study of MAX-2-SAT at n = 20 qubits. Left: The lowest 3 energy levels of a particular hard instance in
the study [142], focused on values of s = t/T near two avoided crossings and small gaps between these eigenstates. Right: The
squared overlap of the instantaneous state |ψ(t)〉 with the ground state |ψ0(t)〉 and first excited state |ψ1(t)〉, for a choice of
the total evolution time T that corresponds to DQA. The populations in these two eigenstates are exchanged at the avoided
crossing between these energy levels. The key to the diabatic advantage (compared with adiabatic protocols) is the presence of
amplitude in the first excited state prior to the avoided crossing. Note the small bump in amplitude in the first excited state
around s = 0.58, which corresponds to the avoided crossing between the 1st and 2nd excited energy levels shown in the left
panel. Source: Ref. [142].
improve the performance of annealing: the same study
which found all of the hardest instances of Max 2-SAT
at n = 20 qubits to be improved by shorter anneal times
also found that a similarly dramatic improvement in the
residual energy (solution error) at a fixed anneal time
could be obtained by initializing the system in a first
excited state of the transverse field [142].11 The explana-
tion is familiar: these instances all had avoided crossings
late in the annealing schedule that created the oppor-
tunity to de-excite the system by a diabatic transition.
This mechanism explains why creating the initial exci-
tation directly worked just as well as using a short an-
neal time to create the initial excitation. As long as a
transverse-field Ising system is initialized in the excited
state of the transverse field, and if it remains sufficiently
coherent to avoid environmental thermalization, then the
system will in general be out of equilibrium and classi-
cally intractable to simulate. While excited states and
shorter anneal times are both ways to take advantage of
diabatic de-excitation later in the anneal, they in general
produce distinct evolutions, and so adding the capability
for initializing excited states increases the algorithmic ex-
pressiveness at a relatively low cost of control complexity.
A final example to motivate algorithmic exploration
with C-coherent diabatic TF-HI comes from the study
of permutation-symmetric toy problems, whose Hamil-
tonian has the general form of Eq. (1), with HZ =
11 It is not clear whether producing excited states of product form,
e.g., flipping a single spin to minus, |+ +...+−+ ...+ +〉, would
provide anything worthwhile. What [142] did was degenerate
first-order perturbation theory on the first excited state space
of the transverse field, perturbed by the problem Hamiltonian
(which can be done efficiently in general), and then initialize
the system in an entangled superposition of +/− states that
corresponded to the true first excited state.
∑
x f(|x|)|x〉〈x|, where x ∈ {0, 1}n (a bit-string) and f a
cost function that depends only on the Hamming weight
|x| (the number of 1’s in x). Here a simple problem called
the “Hamming weight with a spike” was proposed which
can be solved classically in O(1) time using global meth-
ods, but which uses a spike barrier [f(|x|) = |x| every-
where except f(n/4) = n] to create a local minimum
that deceives certain local search algorithms like classical
simulated annealing. By analyzing the minimum spectral
gap for this problem it was shown that coherent adiabatic
TF-HI can tunnel through this local minimum in polyno-
mial time, though it would take time at least O(n) to do
this adiabatically [144]. However, it was shown that C-
coherent diabatic TF-HI finds the global minimum of this
system in O(1) time [86]. Here C is the symmetric sub-
space, i.e., the subspace of states invariant under qubit
permutations. This is an extreme example in which the
anneal time remains constant as the system size grows,
described by a “diabatic cascade” up into and then later
down out of the excited energy spectrum. While the
symmetry in the problem contributes substantially to
this effect [145], it also demonstrates a key point about
the proposal of algorithmic exploration. The symmetric
subspace of n qubits has Hilbert space dimension n + 1
which makes classical simulation possible with thousands
of qubits. Therefore permutation-symmetric problems
are the only place where it has been possible to numeri-
cally study (C-)coherent diabatic TF-HI, and in this tiny
corner of parameter space where exploration was possi-
ble a dramatic speedup effect was found. Another pleas-
ing aspect of permutation-symmetric problems is that
the symmetric subspace becomes a decoherence-free sub-
spaces when the coupling to the environment is through
collective degrees of freedom [146, 147]. When this is not
the case, dynamical decoupling can be used to generate
the required collective decoherence conditions [148, 149].
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This provides a mechanism to enforce C-coherent dynam-
ics through error suppression instead of invoking the full
arsenal of fault tolerance.
Thus, we regard coherent and C-coherent diabatic TF-HI
as promising candidates for a quantum advantage.
IV. PROTOCOLS WITH ADDITIONAL
CONTROL REQUIREMENTS
The difficulty of achieving a quantum speedup with co-
herent adiabatic TF-HI was noted by numerous authors
(e.g., Refs. [120, 127, 150–154]), and a variety of modifica-
tions were accordingly proposed based on introducing ad-
ditional control requirements. Some such modifications
were reviewed in detail in Ref. [2, Sec. VII], and in this
section we primarily (but not exclusively) consider more
recent developments.
Quite generally, modifications to TF-HI are algorithms
based on more general state preparation capabilities and
more general time-dependent control than implied by the
Hamiltonian in Eq. (1). The more recent protocols in-
clude reverse annealing, rapid quenches, and oscillations
in the strength of A(t), B(t) which resemble to some de-
gree the gate sequences used in QAOA. A general fea-
ture of post-TF-HI algorithms is that they introduce ad-
ditional parameters which can be tuned to search for a
speedup, in contrast with TF-HI where the anneal time
T is the only free parameter (though environmental en-
gineering can already introduce additional parameters to
TF-HI [155]). The advantage of having more parameters
or settings with which to run the algorithm is that it casts
a wider net in the search for speedup, while the disadvan-
tage is the need to guide choices of these settings, a task
which can in some extreme cases take on the NP-hard
complexity from the original problem. Therefore we seek
to maximize algorithmic expressiveness while minimizing
the complexity required for control and parameter selec-
tion. Diabaticity is an integral aspects of most of the
protocols we describe below, but we shall also see exam-
ples with purely adiabatic protocols.
A. Reverse Annealing
The term “reverse annealing” [156, 157] is somewhat
of a misnomer: it does not mean that the anneal pro-
ceeds fromHZ toHX , but rather that the latter evolution
is concatenated with a standard forward anneal. Thus,
the evolution starts in the ground state of a Hamiltonian
HZ,1 that is diagonal in the computational basis, interpo-
lates to an off-diagonal Hamiltonian (the “reverse” part),
inverts, and ends with a new diagonal Hamiltonian HZ,2
(the “forward” part). In the coherent adiabatic version
of this protocol the system remains in the ground state
at all times, while in the diabatic version one attempts
to exploit excitations during the evolution. An early ex-
ample of the use of reverse annealing was the tunneling
spectroscopy experiment demonstrating entanglement in
the D-Wave processors [14, 158].
1. Diabatic reverse annealing
a. Provable exponential speedup in the C-Coherent
case. There is a strong theoretical result supporting
enhancement via C-coherent diabatic reverse annealing
with a stoquastic Hamiltonian [100]. This model natively
(i.e., without the overheads that accompany more generic
circuit-to-Hamiltonian constructions) reproduces an ex-
ponential speedup that was first discovered in the quan-
tum walk model for a problem called “glued-trees” [159].
The Hamiltonian is of the form
H(s) = (1− s)H0 + s(1− s)A+ sH1, (7)
where H0 and H1 are both diagonal in the computa-
tional basis and A, the adjacency matrix of the glued-
trees graph, is off-diagonal and replaces the usual trans-
verse field. The problem is itself contrived, control-noise
sensitive [160], and requires oracle access to the descrip-
tion of the graph via A, but the reason we consider it
to be a promising example is that (1) the exponential
speedup is achieved by a stoquastic Hamiltonian that is
interpolated in such a way as to be very slightly out of
equilibrium, and (2) the diabatic transitions between the
ground state and first excited state are an essential part
of this speedup. This result requires coherence between
these two energy eigenstates but not more, so it is an ex-
ample of the C-coherent case, with C being the subspace
spanned by the two lowest energy eigenstates.
b. Generalization to the weakly-decoherent case.
Moreover, if we can prepare the quantum thermal state
ρβ(s) for polynomially small temperature 1/β at each
value of s [Eq. (11) below], then sampling this Gibbs state
at the final s would suffice to solve the problem as well,
i.e., the algorithm also works in the weakly-decoherent
setting. To justify this last claim in detail, we refer to
Ref. [100, Fig. 2], which explains that the dimensionless
time s can be divided into 5 regions by defining points
s1 < s2 < s3 < s4 at which the eigenvalue behavior
changes. The two lowest energy levels E0(s), E1(s) sat-
isfy
E1(s)− E0(s) ≥ c/n3 , s ∈ [0, s1] ∪ [s2, s3] ∪ [s4, 1]
E1(s)− E0(s) = O(2−n/2) , s ∈ [s1, s2] ∪ [s3, s4] (8)
for some constant c > 0. We can fix the inverse tem-
perature to be polynomially small in such a way that
the thermal state ρβ(s) is arbitrarily close to the ground
state at the end of the anneal. Let H be a Hamiltonian
on n qubits with ground state |E0〉 of energy E0 and
a gap ∆ = E1 − E0 to the first excited state, then set-
ting β = ∆−1
(
n ln(2) + ln(δ−1)
)
suffices for the partition
function Z = Tr e−βH to satisfy
1 ≤ Z =
2n−1∑
i=0
e−βEi ≤ 1 + e−β∆2n−1 = 1 + δ
2
, (9)
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so that:
‖ 1
Z
e−βH − |E0〉〈E0|‖1 ≤ 1
Z
∥∥∥∥∥
2n−1∑
i=1
e−βEi |Ei〉〈Ei|
∥∥∥∥∥
1
+ ‖(1− Z)|E0〉〈E0|‖1 ≤ 1
Z
δ
2
+ (Z − 1) ≤ δ, (10a)
where ‖A‖1 ≡ Tr
√
A†A (the trace norm). Therefore
the density matrix ρβ = e
−βH/Z is within trace-norm
distance δ of the ground state |E0〉〈E0|. It follows that
taking the inverse temperature
β = (n3/c)
(
n ln(2) + ln(δ−1)
)
(11)
suffices to make the thermal state of the glued-trees
Hamiltonian arbitrarily close to the ground state when-
ever s /∈ [s1, s2] ∪ [s3, s4]. When the gap between the
ground state and first excited state becomes exponen-
tially small, the thermal state will contain the nearly uni-
form mixture of the ground and first excited states. The
point of all this is that if we could guarantee the efficient
and accurate preparation of ρβ(s) for all s ∈ [0, 1], and
Eq. (11) holds, then this result would provide an oracle
separation between classical computing and the model
which follows the instantaneous thermal state of a sto-
quastic Hamiltonian. This weakly-decoherent version of
the glued trees problem is an important venue for a fu-
ture investigation; we expect that the possibility of the
required preparation of ρβ(s) can be proven within the
setting of the open-system adiabatic theorem [116, 117].
With the strong caveat that a physical implementation
of the glued trees problem requires many-body interac-
tions, we regard C-coherent and even weakly-decoherent
diabatic reverse annealing as promising candidates for a
quantum advantage.
2. Coherent adiabatic reverse annealing
a. Provable superpolynomial speedup. It is within
the reverse annealing model that the first provable su-
perpolynomial speedup using stoquastic adiabatic com-
putation was very recently realized, in the Hamiltonian
oracle model [161]. In close analogy to Eq. (7) of the
glued-trees algorithm [100], the Hamiltonian path H(s)
corresponds at each s to the weighted adjacency matrix
A(s) of a graph, and the graph is specified by an oracle in
the sense that for any vertex, a query to the oracle returns
the matrix elements of A(s) corresponding to neighbors
of that vertex. In this way the oracle only reveals the lo-
cal structure of the graph. The computational problem
is to determine a global property of the graph—whether
or not a large cycle is present—using only the queries
to the oracle that reveal the local structure. The proof
of a super-polynomial speedup for this problem involves
showing that stoquastic adiabatic computation solves it
in polynomial time, and proving that no classical algo-
rithm can solve the problem using fewer than nΩ(log(n))
queries to the oracle.
However, while the algorithm is suitable for gate-model
Hamiltonian simulation of the adiabatic algorithm, it is
unsuitable for analog implementation with a local Hamil-
tonian, since it requires many-body interactions. In this
regard it is similar to the glued trees algorithm and the
adiabatic Grover’s algorithm [121]. Still, the result is
a significant advance since it combines adiabaticity (un-
like glued trees) and a superpolynomial speedup (unlike
Grover) with stoquasticity, and constitutes the strongest
evidence to date in favor of the prospect of a quantum
speedup in the coherent adiabatic model.
Thus, we regard coherent adiabatic reverse annealing as a
promising candidate for a quantum advantage (caveated
similarly to the glued trees algorithm).
b. Softening a quantum phase transition. First or-
der quantum phase transitions are canonical examples
of failures of TF-HI, since they are typically associated
with exponentially small gaps, thus incurring exponen-
tially long adiabatic evolutions even for problems that
are trivial to solve classically by inspection [120, 151–
153]. Adiabatic reverse annealing is one method for cir-
cumventing such obstructions to the success of quantum
annealing. Indeed, consider the following generalization
of Eq. (1):
H(t) = Γλ(t)A(t)HX +B(t)HZ + (1− λ(t))C(t)Hinit.
Hinit = −
n∑
i=1
siZi. (12)
Note that when λ(t) ≡ 1 we recover HTIM(t). Here
A(t) and C(t) both monotonically decrease to zero while
B(t) monotonically increases from zero for t ∈ [0, T ],
and λ(t) is an additional control parameter satisfying
λ(0) = 1−λ(T ) = 0. The additional term Hinit is a diag-
onal Hamiltonian in the computational basis and serves
to enforce a given classical ground state |s1, · · · , sn〉 (with
si = ±1) as an initial condition. The Hamiltonian path
specified by λ(t) and C(t) subject to the constraints
above thus implements coherent adiabatic reverse an-
nealing (ARA): the system is initialized in the classical
ground state of Hinit, undergoes quantum fluctuations
at intermediate times mediated by HX , and (in the adi-
abatic limit) ends in the ground state of the problem
Hamiltonian HZ .
ARA was studied in Ref. [163] using a static, equilib-
rium statistical mechanics analysis for the p-spin model,
defined by HZ = − 1n (
∑n
i=1 Zi)
p for positive integer p.
While the ground state is trivial to find (the |0⊗n〉 state),
the model exhibits a first-order quantum phase transi-
tion under standard, forward TF-HI for p ≥ 3 [151].
However, by choosing an appropriate path in the (λ,C)
plane, ARA turns this into a second order transition,
where the gap is only polynomially small. The implica-
tion that reverse annealing might provide an exponen-
tial speedup relative to forward annealing, at least for
the p-spin model, was confirmed numerically from the
dynamical perspective in a study that found that the
time-to-solution (TTS) metric scales polynomially in n
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FIG. 4. Left and middle: Phase diagrams in the C-λ plane for p = 3 for different values of the amplitude of transverse
field: Γ = 1 (left) and Γ = 2 (right). Curves indicate first order quantum phase transitions. The parameter c = 1
n
∑
i i is
the magnetization of the initial state; the ground state has c = 1. A path that avoids the first order transition is possible for
sufficiently large c (depending on the transverse field magnitude Γ), i.e., when the initial state has significant overlap with the
ground state. Right: Size dependence of the optimal time-to-solution (TTS) of forward TF-HI (denoted “QA”, blue dashed
line; the vertical λ ≡ 1 path), vs the diagonal C ≡ λ path of ARA with Γ = 1, c = 0.8 (green dash-dotted line) and ARA with
Γ = 2, c = 0.8 (green solid line). As seen in the left and middle phase diagrams, ARA with Γ = 1, c = 0.8 encounters a first
order transition whereas Γ = 2, c = 0.8 does not. This difference in statics is reflected in the dynamics as the exponential and
polynomial dependence of the TTS. Source: Ref. [162].
for ARA, while the lower bound for the TTS of forward
QA is exponential in n [162]; see Fig. 4. While encour-
aging, these ARA results rely on some knowledge about
the classical solution being built into Hinit, through the
parameter c = 1n
∑
i si, so it is unclear how well they
generalize to hard optimization problems.
3. Iterated coherent and weakly-decoherent reverse
annealing
We discussed iterative protocols that attempt to ex-
ploit previous knowledge to construct an improved solu-
tion in the next annealing run.
a. Iterated coherent reverse annealing via the
Sombrero-AQC protocol. Coherent reverse annealing
was first proposed as a heuristic protocol (called
“Sombrero-AQC”) designed to be used iteratively, as a
means to feed a trial solution from one run into the
next [164]. In this protocol the Hamiltonian is diago-
nal in the computational basis both at t = 0 and t = T
while it is off-diagonal at intermediate times. The stan-
dard forward Hamiltonian of Eq. (2a) is thus modified to
H(t) = A(t)HX +B(t)HZ + C(t)Hinit (13a)
Hinit = −
∑
i
giZi, (13b)
where A(t) ≥ 0 is sombrero-shaped with A(0) = A(T ) =
0 (symmetric about the inversion point t = T/2), B(t) is
monotonically increasing from zero, and the initialization
schedule C(t) is monotonically decreasing to zero. The
local fields gi determine the classical initial state.
The main idea going beyond forward TF-HI is to in-
troduce an iteration. Namely, if the state |ψ(T )〉 =
|s1, · · · , sn〉 (with si = ±1) is not the ground state of HZ
(due to a diabatic excitation) then this state can become
the ground state of a new diagonal Hamiltonian Hinit,
with gi = si. The latter is used as the initial Hamilto-
nian for a new annealing run, resetting the clock to t = 0
in Eq. (13a).
The iteration allows for quantum fluctuations to assist
in the search for lower energy classical states by tem-
porarily delocalizing the system while the transverse field
HX is turned on during the reverse evolution stage. Here
delocalization is meant in the sense of creating a (nonuni-
form) superposition over computational basis states, so
that the system might tunnel to a new local minimum
during the forward evolution stage.
The general idea of iteration suggested by the
Sombrero-AQC protocol is a powerful one, and has given
rise to a variety of heuristic hybrid quantum-classical
protocols such as quantum parallel tempering, quantum
population annealing [165], and a quantum-assisted ge-
netic algorithm (where the reverse evolution is viewed as
a mutation operator, and recombination and selection are
implemented classically) [166]. In all these cases, numeri-
cal simulations indicate improved performance relative to
the forward TF-HI protocol applied to the same problem
instances.
b. Iterated coherent reverse annealing with a fixed
diagonal Hamiltonian. One disadvantage of the
Sombrero-AQC protocol is that it requires a reprogram-
ming of Hinit for every new cycle. One can instead set
Hinit = 0 and start every reverse annealing cycle from
HZ , and a random initial classical state (in general
an excited state of HZ). However, this protocol was
shown to fail to converge to the ground state of the
p-spin model [162]. The reason is that in order for the
protocol to work and provide an enhanced probability
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FIG. 5. The D-Wave reverse annealing protocol. Shown
are dimensionless energy scales A(t), B(t), C(t) ∈ [0, 1] in
Eq. (13). When A(t) is below the dashed horizontal blue
line, all dynamics are quenched and the system remains in
whatever state it was placed in. Only when A(t) passes
above the horizontal blue line can the system change state.
Generally tinit  T . In the “reinitialize-state=false” proto-
col the (re)initialization sequence is applied once, followed
by repeated applications of the evolution sequence. In the
“reinitialize-state=true” protocol, the (re)initialization se-
quence is followed by the evolution sequence, and this is re-
peated. Pausing corresponds to the insertion of a horizontal
segment at t = T/2. (Figure courtesy of Richard Harris.)
of finding the ground state after multiple iterations,
the probability distribution of the final state after each
iteration would have to shift toward lower energy states
than the initial state. This condition was found to be
violated in the p-spin model.
The weakly-decoherent version of this protocol, how-
ever, does work well for the p-spin model, as relaxation
to the ground state is made possible by included dephas-
ing in the instantaneous energy eigenbasis [167]. The
associated thermal relaxation results in a significant in-
crease in the success probabilities, as long as the inversion
point value A(T/2) is chosen to be close to or before the
avoided crossing value of A. This example of thermal re-
laxation being the mechanism responsible for the success
of the protocol raises interesting questions about whether
an intermediate regime of quantum-relaxation-assisted,
weakly-decoherent iterated reverse annealing can result
in a quantum advantage. Results involving mid-anneal
pausing, which we describe next, suggest the answer
might be affirmative.
c. D-Wave’s iterated reverse annealing protocol. An
experimental version of iterated weakly-decoherent re-
verse annealing is possible using the D-Wave 2000Q de-
vices [168], which also feature a mid-anneal pause [157].
We sketch the corresponding schedules in Fig. 5. The
maximum value reached by the transverse field, Amax =
A(T/2), plays a crucial role: the dynamics are “quenched
or “frozen” [169] in a classical state for sufficiently small
A(t), indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 5. Thus Amax
must be sufficiently large in order for quantum fluctu-
ations to enable an exploration of the system’s Hilbert
space.
Adding a pause at t = T/2 is also possible. Pausing is
superficially similar to slowing down near the minimum
gap, as in the locally adiabatic Grover schedule [121],
but is implemented here in a different context, associ-
ated with open system dynamics subject to thermal re-
laxation. The first study [170] to empirically test the util-
ity of pausing in optimization demonstrated an improve-
ment in the success probability when a pause was inserted
right before the minimum gap point in reverse annealing;
this point corresponds to a value of Amax larger than the
quenched energy scale, but not so large that memory of
the initial state is lost due to the phase transition as-
sociated with crossing the minimum gap. Pausing was
also used in the entanglement experiment [14] and was
found to be advantageous in application problems such
as portfolio optimization [171] and training deep gener-
ative machine learning models [75]. That it is beneficial
to pause mid-anneal (in the sense of an improved success
probability relative to not pausing) was recently rigor-
ously established under certain sufficient conditions on
the relaxation rates at the pause point and at the end of
the anneal, for a simplified model of a two-level system
described in terms of a quantum master equation [172].
However, it remains to be established that pausing im-
proves optimization performance according to the time-
to-solution metric.
Finally, while our focus here is on optimization, it is
important to mention that iterated reverse annealing (in
the reinitialize-state=false sense of Fig. 5) was also the
protocol used in recent quantum simulations of topolog-
ical phases using the D-Wave devices [24, 26].
We conclude that all the reverse annealing heuristics
mentioned here are potentially promising, and given that
they explicitly take advantage of diabatic transitions and
very little is known in terms of rigorous results, they are
well worth exploring further.
B. Quantum Walks on a Boolean Hypercube with
a Rapid Quench
The standard framework of continuous-time quantum
walks considers the Schro¨dinger equation for a spinless
particle hopping on a combinatorial graph, in which case
the time-independent Hamiltonian corresponds to the ad-
jacency matrix (or graph Laplacian) of the graph. In
this standard framework the geometry of the graph deter-
mines an interference pattern of the walker, which can be
exploited to solve unstructured search and is even known
to be universal for quantum computation [141].
A recent alternative framework fixes the graph to be a
Boolean hypercube, with graph Laplacian L = nI +HX
(where as in the case of HTIM, HX = −
∑n
i=1Xi), and
weights the vertices according to a classical spin glass
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(a) Source: [173]. (b) Source [174].
FIG. 6. Optimal QAOA approaches coherent diabatic QA.
(a) Convergence in p and n. Convergence of optimal angle curves with increasing QAOA layers p (left), and number of qubits
n (right). The p-convergence plot was generated for n = 8 and p ∈ [20, 30], with higher p shaded darker. The n-convergence
figure was generated for a 15-layer QAOA and n ∈ [4, 14], with higher n curves shaded darker.
(b) Optimal control functions found through either gradient descent (uGD(t)) or constrained-time QAOA (uQAOA(t)) for a
random instance of the MaxCut problem. Also shown is the gradient ΦGD(t) for the gradient descent method. The uGD(t)
schedule outperforms the uQAOA(t) schedule and is described by initial and final bangs, with a smooth schedule in between.
Parameters: n = 8 qubits, total time T = 2.0, 2p = 40 bangs for the QAOA method. The schedule is H(t) = u(t)HX + (1 −
u(t))HZ .
cost function HC [175–177]. The full time-independent
Hamiltonian is then taken to be
H = γL+HC , (14)
where γ is the hopping rate, a parameter to be tuned in
order to maximize the probability of finding the ground
state of HC after the unitary dynamics e
−iTH is ap-
plied for sufficiently large T . With the important caveat
that it is assumed that the Hamiltonian (14) is switched
on instantaneously at t = 0 (instantaneous quench,
or “bang”), this model appears well suited for quan-
tum annealing architectures; in fact it requires no time-
dependent annealing schedules, only a time-independent
Hamiltonian that is kept on for total time T . Note that
this describes DQA evolution with a Hamiltonian of the
transverse-field Ising form. The system is prepared in the
usual uniform superposition state in the computational
basis (an excited state of H; hence there is some similar-
ity to the excited initial state protocol of Ref. [142]), and
is measured at T in the same basis. Relaxing the condi-
tion that the quench is instantaneous, so that instead the
system is prepared in the ground state of HX and is then
rapidly (non-adiabatically) evolved to H, would make it
practically suitable for quantum annealing hardware im-
plementations.
The study [175] applied this algorithm to 104 in-
stances of the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK) model for
5 ≤ n ≤ 11 qubits and also compared the findings
against those for the random energy model (in which case
HC is a diagonal matrix with independent and identi-
cally distributed Gaussian entries). The random energy
model (REM) represents a problem without any struc-
ture, which means that the best solutions are limited to
random guessing. While for the REM it was found that
the late time success probability as a function of γ had
a sharp instance-dependent peak, the SK model was rel-
atively robust to heuristic selection of γ and found that
the late time success probabilities decayed as P∞ = 2−αn
for α = 0.417 ± 0.001. Despite the heuristic nature of
this result (the algorithm has no theoretical guarantee
to succeed at late times) and the possibility of finite-
sized effects (n ≤ 11) this is an encouraging result due
to the apparent super-quadratic speedup over brute force
search, for which P∞ = 2−n.
A closely related approach, but using analytical tools,
was discussed in [178] (see also Ref. [179]), focusing on
the MAX-K-LIN-2 problem with couplings in {−1, 0, 1}.
It points to the interesting observation that energy con-
servation is a principle that allows one to obtain lower
energy solutions better than a random guess.
We may view these quantum walks results as belonging
to the promising category of coherent diabatic forward
annealing; see Fig. 2. Moreover, the “bang” assumed
at t = 0 ties these results to recent results on optimal
QAOA schedules, which we discuss next.
C. QAOA vs coherent diabatic TF-HI
We briefly compare state-of-the-art results concern-
ing the Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm
(QAOA) [81] and coherent diabatic TF-HI in this sub-
section. The QAOA is a gate-model ansatz designed to
produce a quantum state that minimizes (or maximizes)
the expectation value of a classical cost function. Using
the notation from Eq. (2a), the level p QAOA produces
an approximation C∗ to the optimal value of the classical
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cost function,
U(β, γ) = eiβHXeiγHZ (15)
|ψ(γ,β) =
(
p∏
k=1
U(βk, γk)
)
|+n〉 (16)
C∗ = min
γ,β
〈ψ(γ,β)|HZ |ψ(γ,β)〉 (17)
where γ = (γ1, ..., γp),β = (β1, ..., βp) are the angles that
parameterize the circuit. Various heuristic methods for
choosing these angles have been considered, and for small
values of p = O(1) the optimization can be done ex-
actly [180]. First, we note that both coherent adiabatic
TH-HI and QAOA are able to obtain limited quantum
speedups against classical simulated annealing (SA) in
toy problems [181]. However, this speedup relative to
SA alone is of limited value. Indeed, additional toy ex-
amples demonstrate the ability of QAOA to outperform
coherent adiabatic TF-HI as well as SA [182], though this
work did not consider diabatic TF-HI. For the latter, we
already noted in Sec. III C 4 that coherent diabatic TF-HI
can solve versions of the spike problem in time O(1) [86].
The same holds for QAOA [181].
There exist negative results about QAOA: it does
not in general outperform the (classical) Goemann-
Williamson algorithm for certain instances of the Max-
Cut problem at any finite depth [183], and p = 1 is
outperformed by local classical algorithms [184]. QAOA
suffers reachability deficits (the inevitable need for large
depth) in cases with a high clause-to-variable ratio [185].
A very important result from our perspective is that
despite results on the optimality of bang-bang con-
trol [186], it appears that the optimal QAOA angle pa-
rameters digitize an asymptotically smooth curve; see
Fig. 6(a). QAOA is closely related to an optimized dia-
batic QA path, with an explicit correspondence given in
Ref. [187] between QAOA angle parameters and a TF-HI
annealing schedule H(t) = (1− f(t))HZ + f(t)HX via:
T =
p∑
k=1
(|γk|+ |βk|) (18a)
ti =
i∑
k=1
|γk|+ |βk| − 1
2
(|γi|+ |βi|) (18b)
f (ti) =
γi
|γi|+ |βi| (18c)
An explanation for this apparent coincidence was reached
in [174], who used optimal control theory to show that
generically, given a fixed amount of time, the optimal
procedure has the pulsed (or “bang-bang”) structure of
QAOA at the beginning and end but can have a smooth,
adiabatic annealing structure in between. Through sim-
ulations of various transverse field Ising models, they
demonstrated that bang-anneal-bang protocols are more
commonly optimal than either pure QAOA or pure adia-
batic protocols. An example is shown in Fig. 6(b). How-
ever, finding the optimal schedule remains a hard prob-
lem. Note that after initializing the system in the ground
state of the initial Hamiltonian, the schedule starts with
a constant final Hamiltonian, and ends with a constant
initial Hamiltonian, with the goal of driving the system
to the ground state of the final Hamiltonian. It is possible
that the non-zero length of the initial and final constant
segments is a finite size effect. It is certainly expected, by
the adiabatic theorem, that these segments will shrink to
zero in the limit of large T and p (QAOA circuit depth).
The overall conclusion is currently that QAOA and
coherent diabatic TF-HI are comparable with regard to
positive and negative evidence for a limited quantum
speedup relative to specific classical algorithms, and mul-
tiple results (with accompanying mathematical explana-
tions) appear to indicate that optimized intermediate-
depth QAOA schedules are converging to a Trotterized
version of a continuous curve, i.e., the angles are Trot-
terizing a continuous-time transverse-field Ising evolu-
tion that corresponds to slightly non-monotonic versions
of diabatic TF-HI. This means that existing evidence is
pointing toward QAOA achieving optimal performance
only in the limit in which it becomes equivalent to coher-
ent diabatic TF-HI, with the possible exception of the
initial and final segments of the anneal. These results
appear to remain valid even for weakly-decoherent sys-
tems [188]. Finding the optimal angles for QAOA then
becomes equivalent to finding the optimal schedule for
coherent diabatic TF-HI.
V. THE ROLE OF NONSTOQUASTICITY IN
CLASSICAL INTRACTABILITY
Recall that a Hamiltonian is called stoquastic if there
is a choice of a local basis in which the Hamiltonian
matrix elements are real and nonpositive [108]. Other-
wise the Hamiltonian is called nonstoquastic, and the
inevitable positive or complex off-diagonal matrix ele-
ments of the Hamiltonian lead to the QMC sign prob-
lem. Quantum Monte Carlo methods enable the estima-
tion of local observables for thermal equilibrium states of
a stoquastic Hamiltonian using a relatively small number
of samples from a probability distribution over paths of
basis states.12 The sign problem transforms this prob-
ability distribution over paths into a pseudo-probability
distribution, i.e., one which includes negative or complex
“probabilities,” and in this case it is no longer efficient
to estimate observables using a small number of samples
due to cancellations.
Even in cases for which the Hamiltonian is stoquastic,
but it is presented in a form in which this stoquasticity
is unapparent, it can be NP-hard to find the basis that
12 Even in this case the time needed to obtain each sample is related
to the equilibration of a Markov chain, and this equilibration
tends to dominate the runtime in the simulation of transverse-
Ising spin glasses.
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“cures the sign problem” by making all of the Hamil-
tonian matrix elements real and nonpositive [189, 190].
Performing QMC in any other basis will generically cre-
ate a sign problem, and in fact measuring equilibrium
states of stoquastic Hamiltonians in a rotated basis can
sample distributions that are classically intractable [191].
While there is a close qualitative link between positive
Hamiltonian matrix elements and a sign problem, the
quantitative severity of the sign problem is in general
difficult to estimate from the form of the matrix el-
ements. Therefore a quantitative examination of this
route to classical intractability should examine the sta-
tistical severity of the sign problem [192]. The definition
of nonstoquasticity was motivated by complexity theo-
retic considerations, while the sign problem is the more
directly meaningful measure of the hardness of QMC sim-
ulations.
A related notion is that of developing qubits that can
statically emulate a vector spin-1/2 system, with the abil-
ity to independently tune dipole-dipole interactions for
the X,Y and Z components [193]. The ability to con-
trol arbitrary 2-local interactions would enable the emu-
lation of nonstoquastic Hamiltonians as well as stoquas-
tic Hamiltonians of a more general form than transverse-
field Ising models. This latter capability is the one needed
for Hamiltonian error suppression using stabilizer subsys-
tem codes [194–196], since to achieve universality they
require both ±XX and ±ZZ interactions (though the
penalty terms for the only fully two-local Hamiltonian
error suppression protocol [196] are stoquastic). These
error suppression protocols implemented in the setting
of universal adiabatic quantum computing are arguably
the most compelling reason to pursue qubit technologies
that enable static dipole-dipole interactions along multi-
ple vector components.
An argument that is made sometimes to motivate vec-
tor interactions is to realize strong multi-spin fluctuations
(of either sign), even though in equilibrium this does not
have a provable advantage in terms of classical simulata-
bility. The argument is that one should explore the po-
tential power of multi-spin fluctuations in heuristic ap-
plications out of equilibrium. However, a serious concern
about this argument is that multi-spin fluctuations will
only confer a similar advantage as adding multi-spin flips
to a classical stochastic process like simulated annealing
(i.e., instead of flipping one bit at a time, one proposes to
flip two or more bits at a time). This could make a dif-
ference at small system sizes, but will stop making much
of a difference at the intermediate scale.
Returning to the role of nonstoquastic Hamiltonians
in quantum enhancement, it is strongly believed that
computational basis measurements of thermal states and
ground states of nonstoquastic Hamiltonians give rise
to classically intractable distributions, but the prospects
for algorithmic enhancement are less well understood.
For ground states, formal evidence of this intractabil-
ity comes from the fact that various families of 2-local
nonstoquastic Hamiltonians are universal for adiabatic
computation and also have ground state energies that
are QMA-hard to approximate.13 However, these for-
mal results require substantial overhead in the form of
additional qubits and perturbative gadgets that require
precise control of the qubit couplings across orders of
magnitude.14 Therefore, the general belief in the classi-
cal intractability of sampling nonstoquastic equilibrium
states rests on practical evidence, that is the QMC sign
problem and the lack of other candidate algorithms to
efficiently sample from these distributions.
There are some specific cases in which nonstoquastic
Hamiltonians can improve ground state adiabatic op-
timization by turning a phase transition from first to
second order (exponentially small to polynomially small
gap, respectively) [199], and some understanding of this
has been developed in terms of ground states in sym-
metric and antisymmetric subspaces [200]. However, it
is known that multi-modal ground state distributions in-
evitably lead to small gaps and this problem cannot be
alleviated by nonstoquastic Hamiltonians [201]. More
recently, techniques in random matrix theory were used
to show that stoquastic Hamiltonians have much larger
spectral gaps between the ground state and first excited
state with high probability, and this effect is also con-
firmed numerically for local Hamiltonians [202]. This
latter study is based on the notion that any nonsto-
quastic Hamiltonian can be “de-signed” (i.e., have its
positive signs removed) into a corresponding stoquastic
Hamiltonian that has a larger spectral gap, with high
probability. It was also noted numerically that these
de-signed Hamiltonians have a shorter time-to-solution
even when the Hamiltonian interpolation proceeds di-
abatically. The work on de-signed Hamiltonians indi-
cates that −XX (stoquastic) interactions are superior to
+XX (nonstoquastic) interactions with high probability.
It may also be the case more generally than [199] that
−XX interactions lead to improvements over the TF-HI
form. This supports the notion that vector dipole-dipole
interactions (needed to generate strong ±XX interac-
tions of either sign) can improve diabatic Hamiltonian
interpolation, apart from whether these interactions are
used to generate a nonstoquastic Hamiltonian.
In summary, nonstoquastic Hamiltonians create a
QMC sign problem and give rise to classically intractable
measurement distributions, but out-of-equilibrium DQA
dynamics also achieve this with comparable confidence.
Quite separately from the question of nonstoquasticity,
13 QMA stands for “quantum Merlin-Arthur”, the natural quantum
generalization of the classical complexity classes NP and MA.
Informally, QMA is the class of problems that can be efficiently
checked on a quantum computer given a “witness” quantum state
related to the answer to the problem [197].
14 More specifically, there is a large overhead in the number of
qubits needed to represent clocks and ancillas for gadgets [198],
and there are unrealistic variations in coupling strength needed
for perturbative gadgets due to the use of first order perturbation
theory (e.g., a 10 to 1 ratio of couplings) [90].
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we currently have two reasons to support the develop-
ment of vector dipole-dipole interactions, these being
universal Hamiltonian computation with error suppres-
sion, and evidence that more general 2-local stoquastic
Hamiltonians improve diabatic Hamiltonian interpola-
tion. Neither of these potential avenues to enhancement
rely specifically on nonstoquasticity (+XX as opposed
to −XX interactions).
VI. SAMPLING APPLICATIONS AND
MACHINE LEARNING
A. Classical Intractability of Sampling
In this section we wish to explain why despite the per-
ceived virtues of quantum supremacy associated with the
gate-model [203], the lack of known supremacy results for
the DQA model should not be viewed as a negative for
the sampling algorithms we consider.
A key point we have already made is that classical in-
tractability of a quantum process does not imply that
it can provide enhancement, and this point is particu-
larly salient in the context of quantum supremacy, as we
now explain. All of the existing arguments for the classi-
cal intractability of quantum sampling problems take the
following form.
1. A certain quantum process, if supplemented with
the unrealistic capability of postselecting on expo-
nentially small amplitudes, would be universal for
postselected quantum computation.
2. If the original quantum process could be efficiently
classically simulated with sufficient precision, then
the version of the process with postselection could
be efficiently simulated by postselected classical
computation.
3. Therefore, efficiently simulating the quantum pro-
cess classically would imply equality of postselected
classical computation (which is contained in the 3rd
level of the polynomial hierarchy) and postselected
quantum computation (which is outside this hier-
archy) and this is nearly as implausible as P = NP.
There are two main weaknesses with this line of argu-
ment, both of which are widely acknowledged in the for-
mal works that treat these results [204]. The first weak-
ness is the level of precision required for item 2. To
apply these arguments without additional assumptions
it is required that the classical algorithm approximately
samples the output of the quantum process with expo-
nentially small error (in the trace norm). This level of
precision is clearly unrealistic, but it also represents a
worst-case analysis. Therefore a later result [205] uses
additional assumptions about the ensemble of distribu-
tions resulting from a class of quantum processes to per-
form worst-case to average-case reductions [206, 207], to
argue that classically sampling from a distribution that
is within constant trace-norm error from the output of
the quantum process also would imply collapse of the
polynomial hierarchy and is therefore unreasonable.
While we regard these additional assumptions as plau-
sible, it is substantially more difficult to build device ar-
chitectures whose quantum processes are manifestly com-
patible with them. For example, there are now mul-
tiple works demonstrating sampling-type efficient clas-
sical simulations for 2D constant-depth quantum cir-
cuits [208, 209] (constant depth implies low entanglement
width across the circuit), while for unrestricted connec-
tivities we still expect the arguments above to apply.
Notable attempts at achieving sampling supremacy in
a 2D architecture based on short-time Hamiltonian dy-
namics have been made [191, 210], but these require ro-
tated basis measurements and have more in common with
measurement-based quantum computation. The main
point of this discussion is that one must reject claims
of formal evidence for classical intractability of a device
process unless all of the required formal assumptions are
verified, and the violation of any of them nullifies the
convincing power of these arguments.15
The second weakness of these hardness of sampling ar-
guments is that they are necessary but not sufficient to
imply enhancement. This was very clear in the case of
the early quantum supremacy proposals based on IQP
circuits [213] and linear optics [211], but with the rise of
NISQ era gate-model devices this point has becoming in-
creasingly clouded by the rush to claim a quantum advan-
tage, particularly in the application areas of optimization
and machine learning. For example, there is a tendency
to equate formally-supported classical intractability of
sampling these distributions with the idea that these dis-
tributions are computationally powerful. But a different
perspective is that these distributions are only hard to
sample because we lack accessible classical descriptions
of them. Gibbs distributions of classical spin glasses are
hard to sample from even though we can write down a
succinct expression for the probability p of every spin
configuration x, p(x) = e
−E(x)
Z . Although the partition
function Z is computationally intractable, knowledge of
the unnormalized probability density e−E(x) is the ba-
sis for applying state-of-the-art Markov-chain Monte-
Carlo (MCMC) methods like parallel tempering with iso-
energetic cluster moves (PT-ICM) [214, 215].
This raises the question, are output distributions of
these quantum devices hard to sample because they are
just fundamentally difficult distributions to sample from
(like spin glass Gibbs states), or is it only the lack of a
15 Anti-concentration is a key assumption in some supremacy re-
sults (e.g., in boson sampling [211]) needed to go from hardness
of approximating output amplitudes to sampling, but it has been
proved for IQP circuits and random circuit sampling [212]. It is
possible that other assumptions will similarly be removed as the
field progresses.
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concise description of the unnormalized density that pre-
vent classical simulation? To phrase this question mathe-
matically, suppose we had an efficiently computable func-
tion w such that pi(x) = w(x)/A for the quantum de-
vice output distribution pi. If we had access to such a
w then we could apply classical MCMC algorithms and
ask whether they converge efficiently to pi. In the case
of constant depth circuits the answer to this is already
known: a Metropolis algorithm with access to the func-
tion w above would always converge in O(n log n) steps
because of the vertex expansion properties of the out-
put distributions of constant-depth circuits [201, 216].
In brief, these constant depth output distributions must
be either single-peaked or highly delocalized, and the ex-
istence of multiple peaks far apart in Hamming distance,
which would be necessary to foil the Metropolis algo-
rithm, is ruled out for this class of circuits.
This argument proves that the classical intractability
of output distributions of constant-depth circuits is only
due to our lack of a classical description of the distribu-
tion, and not the nature of the distribution itself (since
once given the density w in an efficiently computable
form, we could sample the distribution classically). An-
other potential example of this could be the “speckle-
like” output of random quantum circuits [203]. These
distributions do not have the kind of far-separated peaks
(which in the Gibbs state manner of thinking would cor-
respond to deceptive local minima of a cost function) that
we know from experience are hard to classically sample
with MCMC. Again it may be the lack of a classical de-
scription, rather than the nature of the distribution itself,
that is causing the classical intractability.
These points are counter to the general exuberance
about sampling applications that we observe in the NISQ
era. There may be a coming realization in the gate-model
community that pinning one’s hopes on “quantumness”
is not enough, and that one must dive much deeper into
the nature of these output distributions to see an in-
dication of whether they are useful. The QA commu-
nity has already reached this stage years ago, and this
is directly related to the large body of negative results
that has been accumulated, alluded to in the Introduc-
tion. The time-lag between different device technologies
is currently causing their utility to be judged by some-
what different standards, and in the pre-fault-tolerant
era, any optimism we maintain for one platform should
be maintained for the other.
B. Machine Learning
Quantum machine learning (QML) is a good example
of an area where initial exuberance surrounding gate-
model algorithms gave way to a more realistic assessment,
after several dequantisation results were found wherein
classical algorithms performed as well as QML [217–219].
Quantum annealing has not fared any better in this re-
gard, but a common thread in all of QML is that there
are strong reasons to believe that it is classically hard
to simulate the training process, since it relies on quan-
tum dynamics. For this to apply to transverse-field Ising
models, it is again essential to invoke DQA.
1. Training classifiers using quantum annealing
A binary classifier can be thought of as a function that
returns a binary value given an input from a dataset,
which it attempts to sort into two classes. The classi-
fier is a weighted linear combination of “features” (also
known as weak classifiers), functions defined over the
same dataset that are by design sensitive only to par-
tial properties of the data (e.g., in image recognition the
features could be functions that respond to the presence
of a certain color). The problem is then to find the op-
timal values of the feature weights, so that the classifier
achieves high accuracy over a labeled training dataset.
Its performance is subsequently evaluated over a test
dataset, returning a label for each element. The training
stage of this classical “boosting” algorithm [220] can be
replaced by runs of a quantum annealer, via an appro-
priate relaxation of the optimization problem in terms of
quadratic cost function [221, 222]. Each state returned
by the quantum annealer is then a set of feature weights
(e.g., one weight per spin state), which can be averaged
to generate the eventual classifier. This includes excited
states observed at the end of each annealing run, and such
states arise from either diabatic or thermal transitions.
With accuracy as the performance metric rather than
time-to-solution, this approach was tried on datasets
ranging from simulated Higgs-boson events [67, 72] to
transcription factor binding to DNA [68, 76], and ge-
nomic cancer data [71, 223]. No advantage was observed
for the quantum annealer, but accuracy was compara-
ble to state of the art classical machine learning methods
for the smallest training datasets. It remains to be seen
whether this result will translate to a future advantage
for QA-based classifier training; given our discussion so
far, it appears that the only viable path to such a re-
sult would be through the role played by excited states
in constructing the classifiers.
2. Quantum Boltzmann Machines.
Quantum Boltzmann Machines (QBMs) are based on
sampling thermal equilibrium states of quantum Hamil-
tonians [224], and as such can be viewed as belonging
to the category of weakly-decoherent adiabatic models.
The most well-studied QBMs are based on transverse-
field Ising Hamiltonians, but classes of Hamiltonians with
more general (non-stoquastic) off-diagonal terms have
also been considered. The results on QBMs are largely
heuristic and small-scale numerical, and there is currently
no evidence pointing at a quantum advantage. However,
it has been shown that classical computers cannot sim-
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ulate the training process of a QBM in general unless
BQP=BPP [225].
3. DQA Ising Born Machines.
Stochastic neural networks formed from measurement
distributions of non-thermal quantum states are referred
to as Born machines [226–228], after the Born rule which
converts quantum amplitudes into probabilities. Quan-
tum Circuit Ising Born Machines (QCIBMs) are gen-
erative learning models based on parameterized quan-
tum circuits consisting of gates that are generated by
transverse-field Ising interactions [229]. The unsuper-
vised learning task they solve is to generalize from a finite
set of samples drawn from a data set, by learning their
underlying probability distribution. The parameterized
circuits proposed for QCIBMs involve the same kinds of
alternating sequences of mixing operators and phase sep-
aration operators that are used in QAOA [230, 231], with
the main difference being the cost function that is used
to variationally tune the parameters of the quantum cir-
cuit. In QAOA this cost function is a classical combina-
torial optimization problem, while for the IBMs the cost
function is taken to be one of various tractable notions
of distance between the QCIBM output distribution and
the target distribution which one intends to learn.
A DQA-IBM would simply replace the parameterized
quantum circuit with a smooth annealing schedule de-
pending on some finite number of parameters (e.g., some
number of Fourier components of the coupling functions
in the annealing schedule). All of the training methods
proposed in [229] for QCIBMs are based on computa-
tional basis measurements and classical post-processing
to tune the parameters in the circuit, and these methods
could be equally well applied to training the parameters
of an annealing schedule.
It was shown in [229] that QCIBMs cannot, in the
worst case, and up to suitable notions of error, be simu-
lated efficiently by a classical device. The same would be
true of DQA-IBMs, thus providing a path to a quantum
advantage in training IBMs. Whether this would lead
to the ability to learn distributions more efficiently than
any classical algorithm (“quantum learning supremacy”)
remains an open question.
VII. REDUCING NOISE AND ERRORS
A. Long-term Challenges for Gate-Model
Optimization
An oft-cited reason for investing in the gate-model in-
stead of QA is that the former supports a well-developed
theory of fault-tolerance. Even if a full theory of fault-
tolerance is developed for continuous-time Hamiltonian
evolutions, we are most likely to build eventual fault-
tolerant quantum computers (FT-QCs) in whichever is
most efficient in terms of fault-tolerant overhead. There
is no doubt that fast operations and intermediate mea-
surements are advantageous for the localization and cor-
rection of errors in quantum systems, and so the gate-
model is likely to maintain an advantage in this area in
any case. When it comes to exponential speedups, es-
pecially in the application area of quantum simulation,
there is a nearly unanimous consensus that fault-tolerant
gate-model quantum computers will one day achieve a
useful quantum enhancement.
However, when we turn to optimization and machine
learning there is less reason to be confident that FT-QCs
will eventually achieve useful enhancement. In the worst-
case of NP-hard problems it is expected that quantum
computers can provide at most a polynomial speedup,
and assuming the Quantum version of the Strong Ex-
ponential Time Hypothesis [232] we expect that 3-SAT
with n variables inevitably takes time Ω(2n/2). While
such a quadratic speedup is clearly useful asymptotically,
it needs to be closely compared with fault-tolerant over-
head at the finite-system sizes of applications.
A recent review on the prospects for rigorous speedups
in optimization with FT-QC [106] at finite system sizes
reports results that can be seen as discouraging (see also
Ref. [107]). One of the few general-purpose rigorous
quantum algorithms for optimization in the gate-model
is Grover’s search, which treats solutions as marked ele-
ments. This could be applied to either exact optimiza-
tion (e.g., mark the satisfying assignments of a k-SAT
instance) or approximate optimization (e.g., mark all as-
signments that violate fewer than m clauses), and in gen-
eral yields a quadratic speedup. The other more sophisti-
cated class of algorithms considered in [106] are based on
backtracking algorithms, which are exact optimization
algorithms that can be regarded as exploring a tree of
partial solutions to an optimization problem and prun-
ing branches that violate constraints. These quantum
backtracking algorithms obtain a quadratic speedup in
terms of the number of nodes in the partial solution
tree, which generally remains exponential but typically
has size less than 2n. Arguments are given for constant
factor speedups, but the number of physical qubits used
is extremely large, and improved fault-tolerance methods
will likely be needed to make these results practical. In
particular, the quantum advantage disappears if one in-
cludes the cost of the classical processing power required
to perform decoding of the surface code using current
techniques.
B. Hamiltonian Error Suppression
The standard gate-model approach to fault-tolerance
requires families of codes with asymptotically growing
size and distance, fast measurements used to detect er-
rors, and a large classical processing overhead to de-
code and correct errors between each quantum clock
cycle. These capabilities enable arbitrarily long com-
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putations if the errors are below some fixed threshold,
but depending on the finite size of applications and the
expected speedup the overheads required may be pro-
hibitive. Hamiltonian Error Suppression (HES) [77, 80,
194–196, 233–246] is an alternative to the standard ap-
proach that, in contrast, uses error detecting codes with
a fixed or growing [240] distance, and does not require
any intermediate measurements or classical processing.
HES is designed for continuous-time Hamiltonian com-
putation and enforces containment in a logical code space
using energy penalties that suppress transitions to states
outside of the code space. Note that HES is also the nat-
ural framework for preserving C-coherence (Def. 1), since
the logical code space can be a degenerate ground sub-
space but also a non-degenerate subspace with a finite
energy width.
The strongest theoretical results on HES to date es-
tablish that using an energy-penalty strength that grows
only logarithmically in system size, at a fixed tempera-
ture, errors arising from coupling to a Markovian envi-
ronment can be exponentially suppressed in the penalty
strength for arbitrary long times, as long as the gap closes
no faster than inverse polynomial in the system size [246].
This, however, requires four-local interactions for univer-
sality. A fully two-local scheme has also been developed,
at the expense of giving up exponential error suppres-
sion [196].
Major open questions include whether these results can
be extended to gaps closing exponentially, whether fully
two-local schemes can provide exponential error suppres-
sion, and whether theoretical bounds beyond quadratic
scaling of error cancellation with the number of physical
qubits per logical qubit [77] can be established for the de-
gree of protection HES provides against intrinsic analog
control errors. While promising empirical results were re-
ported along these lines [80, 240], such a result would be
essential in order to approach a semblance of fault toler-
ance in HES. Hardware implementations of HES would
enable the investigation of these questions beyond the
range of classical simulation. Most pressing in this regard
would be the addition of a constant-in-time −XX cou-
pling to the Hamiltonians in Eq. (1), since this would suf-
fice in order to achieve fully two-local HES [196]. Hamil-
tonian error suppression is one of the clearest examples of
a moonshot in modern quantum information science: if
it works well (better than predicted by worst-case theoreti-
cal bounds) then it could dramatically reduce the expected
overhead needed for implementing quantum algorithms at
the application scale.
Other alternative schemes to investigate include hy-
bridizing continuous-time Hamiltonian dynamics with
some fast measurement capabilities. Measurements are
useful because they can directly remove entropy from the
quantum system. This can also be done by continually
resetting ancilla qubits to the state |0〉 and interacting
them with the system coherently. A promising recent
approach combines HES with weak measurement of the
code Hamiltonian [247, 248].
VIII. SUMMARY
To guide future research into the power of quantum an-
nealing, broadly defined here in terms of continuous-time
evolution under the transverse-field Ising model, includ-
ing various generalizations such as reverse annealing, we
asked under which conditions efficient competing classi-
cal algorithms already exist or cannot be expected to be
discovered.
To answer this question we distinguished four cases:
(i) coherent-adiabatic, (ii) weakly decoherent-adiabatic,
(iii) weakly decoherent diabatic, and (iv) coherent and
C-coherent diabatic (Def. 1). We also distinguished be-
tween forward and reverse annealing protocols in these
four cases. In the forward QA case, we argued that
the most promising of the four is the coherent and C-
coherent diabatic case. It is in this case that there is
no known classical algorithm that can reasonably be ex-
pected to compete with a quantum annealing device, and
the same cannot be said of cases (i)-(iii). The evidence
in the reverse-QA case is more encouraging, and we con-
cluded that only the weakly-decoherent adiabatic case is
unpromising (see Fig. 2 for a summary). Of course, the
fully coherent diabatic case is an idealization. We ex-
pect it to grow in importance in providing a setting for
proving theoretical quantum advantage results. The C-
coherent diabatic case is more practically useful, but will
require Hamiltonian error suppression in order to be en-
forced in physical systems. The associated effort will be
significantly less than what is required to achieve fault
tolerance in the gate model.
Very recent theoretical (both analytical and numeri-
cal) results provide additional reasons to believe that the
coherent/C-coherent-diabatic case is optimal. These re-
cent studies [173, 174, 187] make the case that QAOA
converges to a diabatic QA protocol, in the sense that
the optimal choice of QAOA angles approximates a
parametrization of a continuous annealing schedule.
It is important to emphasize that the diabatic case
does not require pulsed interactions (unlike QAOA), i.e.,
the annealing schedules A(t), B(t) can be slowly varying
compared to the gate-model, since this should still be
sufficient to compete with QAOA. Rather, diabaticity is
a consequence of a violation of the adiabatic condition
in the sense that the total evolution time T is short on
the timescale set by energy gaps encountered along the
annealing path.
We also addressed the question of the need for nonsto-
quastic interactions. On the one hand it is known that
nonstoquastic Hamiltonians create a QMC sign prob-
lem and give rise to classically intractable measurement
distributions. On the other hand, stoquastic out-of-
equilibrium DQA also achieves this with comparable con-
fidence. In this regard there is no clear advantage to
nonstoquastic interactions. The main theoretical reason
to support the development of nonstoquastic Hamiltoni-
ans is that they enable relatively realistic architectures
for universal adiabatic or Hamiltonian computation with
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error suppression. There is also some evidence that non-
stoquastic Hamiltonians can remove first order quantum
phase transitions, but this can also be accomplished in
the stoquastic setting using, e.g., reverse annealing. The
latter is a promising heuristic when used as an iterative
algorithm that is allowed to improve from one iteration to
the next by starting a new anneal cycle from an excited
state arrived at diabatically or thermally in the previous
cycle.
Sampling applications, in particular various forms of
machine learning such as Ising Born machines, for which
classical hardness results can be proven, also benefit from
being cast in the DQA setting.
In conclusion, we advocate for a concerted theoretical
and experimental effort focused on diabatic quantum an-
nealing protected via Hamiltonian energy suppression as
a fast path towards quantum advantage that is less re-
source intensive than the gate model and more promising
that the adiabatic model.
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